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half

of

in Scandinavia, about all
warfare
kn0w tor certain is that the
* rigid of censorship is in
f°rce on both sides. The claims
d counter-claims of the opposforces make confusing, and
lng
exasperating reading, caus
UlOSt
es far-away observer to
ing for wings or a magic carj to transport him to Norway.
L to any point IN Norway, but
f st any and all points ABOVE
Norway, sufficiently out of range
f anti-aircraft. It would be nice
[„ know the truth.
The concensus of the garbled

Now? Soph's
Blush

Compulsory Assembly Will Open
Annual Three-Day Confereiince

Frosh Not so Dumb—
Scholasticaily, Anyway

No. 27

ELECTION TOTALS
PRESIDENT

•Bill Biddick
Norman Lamb

SECRETARY

•Jean Ferguson
Nickolina Ficovich

EXECUTIVE
„COMMITTEE
,

396
247
321
302

PUBLICATIONS
COMMITTEE
•Irving Sprague
Howard Lewis
•Dick Loomis
•Bob Monagan
•Beverly Wright
Margaret Mclntyre
Alice Rudebaugh
•Bill Lunt
Bill Workman

261
213
349
499

Biddick Wins by
Near-Landslide
Ferguson, Vaughan, Strong Chosen
Runoff Tuesday for Yell Leader

251
The old adages that students
158
8:55 "eXt
308
„ *!ee?
open this yea^annuaT'v5'
morning will who live in fraternity and sor- X
189
•Gene
Rotsch
238
GUWa
nC8
In an election marked by a near-record vote, by three ballots on
ority
houses
get
the
lowest
which ordXy
aI°S'r,
,
a™*
Willis
Boyarski
210
240 which the presidential choice was not indicated, by the election of
16
usual Chapel pLS
" I"
be held at 10:45, the grades of all the students has
149
223 the first woman ex-committeeman-at-large in four years, and by
been disproved by a recent re George Miller
209
Beher, Pent, ,
^ port by the Dean's office. Sev Jack Hanner
a tie at 298 votes even for the office of head yell leader, Bill
118
A. W. S. RETURNS
eral other fast beliefs were un Jere Tilson
Biddick was selected to lead the Pacific Student Association next
sonnel committee of the J. c
~
247 President—
masked, including the idea that •Sherwood Norton
year.
the C.O.P. administrati-i/o
Q
administrative com ^
221
those green little freshmen are Dwayne Mears
•Joyce Wiggins
119
SUPPORTING CAST
mittee, and the PSA.
Ben
Hamm
183
so-o-o dumb.
Adrian Squires
86
Supporting Biddick, the dy
Covering a period of three
•Frances Branstad
271
FROSH NOT DUMB
Lois La Salle
47
days—Tuesday, Wednesday, and
*Les Dow
365
namic
dynamo of debate, will be
Recording
Secretary—
There are 124 low freshmen
Thursday—the following tenta
Jean Ferguson as vice-president,
•Sarah Cameron
143
in the junior college, and 37 of
VICE-PRESIDENT
tive program has been arranged
Stan Vaughan, as treasurer, and
449 Barbara Laddon
102
these received warnings, the •Jean Strong
by a committee of professors and
Jean Strong as secretary.
Jean Arnot
171 President W.A.A.—
ratio
of
total
numbers
of
units
students:
Heading the list of those new
•Jackie
Parker,
unopposed.
of
unsatisfactory
warnings
by
orts seems to indicate that the APRIL 23, TUESDAY
TREASURER
Gerould Stresses Need
ly-elected to positions 'at-large"
Second Vice President —
the
low
freshmen
was
.75
and
Sam Chaney
246
British have seized control of Nar . 8:55—A compulsory assembly
on the executive committee was
•Phyllis Grimshaw
160
of failure, .64. This statistical •Stan Vaughan
of Pacific Library;
381
vik and the railroad leading from in the auditorium at which Mr.
Les Dow, who topped his near
Beth
Shauer
86
evidence can be compared by the
^ Swedish iron mines in the Cameron Beck, a vocational and
All types Wanted
est competitor, Allen Breed, by
Corresponding
Secretary—
YELL
LEADER
percentiles
for
the
total
of
1478
north, tut verY little else- The industrial relations consultant of
-^fifty-seven votes. Also elected
298 •Frances Hull
150
junior college students. Of the Boyd Thompson
Nazis apparently are doing a New York, will speak on voca
to the PSA Executive Committee
The second annual Book Day total number 530 received warn Chuck Wood
298 Phyllis Stabler
93
thorough job in taking over the tional guidance.
were Frances Branstad, Sher
at the College of the Pacific Li ings. Each student of this figure
The battle at
reSt of Norway.
wood Norton, and Gene Rotsch.
9:50—A discussion of law by brary will be held Thursday, May reveicing .96 of a unsatisfactorysea-at first favoring the British,
By her election, Branstad be
George Smith. Student chair
warning, and .59 of a failure
now appears to be a stalemate, man will be Claude Hogan. 16 Mr. A. C. Gerould, the li
comes the first woman to win
warning.
.jhe Germans have lost more Place: room 203, Ad Building. brarian, announced today.
one of the five "at-large" posts
The ratio of the total number
heavily, but have not given up
on the Ex Committee since Bob
9:50—Distributive occupations
of students in the junior college
any strategic points aside from will be discussed by Mr. R. FIRST ONE CLICKED
bin Gay Peck was similarly vic
to the total number of warnings
"The
first
book
day,
held
last
Narvik, which is not so import Bjorn, teacher and coordinator
torious four years ago.
Strategy
of
Color
and
Noise
Results
for
Winning
issued
shows
that
each
student
year, was enough of a success
BILL BIDDICK was elected PUBLICATIONS
ant now that spring is thawing
of distributive occupations under
received 1.55
warnings.
Of
yesterday president of the Pa
Candidate Pondered by Long-Suffering Scribe
,he Gulf of Bothnia.
the George Dean Act. Student to warrant our repeating the ex course, this does not mean that
Chairman of the Publications
cific Student Association for
The big question is: Will the Chairman will be Don Perry; periment. Through the gener everybody got one of those little
Committee next year will be
1940-'41.
By BUFORD BUSH
British follow up their advantage Mrs. Kay Seagraves will be the osity of more than forty donors blue or yellow slips. Some didn't
Bob Monagan, publicity director
Along with the rest of those semi-ridiculous suggested additions
in the north, drive across the faculty chairman. Place: the
the past year for Pacific ath
get
any,
and
some
of
those
"un
the Library received 144 books
to the government census, Pacific, no doubt, as a result of the
boundary line to the Swedish S.C.A. building.
letics and popular basketball
and ten dollars in cash. The fortunates" not a few. This
mines, and attempt to choke off
star. Others elected to the com
9:50 — A technology discus cash was particularly welcome," evens everything all up with election post-mortem, could add several questions worthy of
all shipments to Germany? If sion by Mr. H. Gede, manager
mittee were Dick Loomis, Ir
he said, "as it enabled us to fill 123 students who received warn blighting the life 01 most any poor citizen.
they do, then perhaps we shall of the Independent Iron Works, gaps in our collection."
The election, accidentally, was a success at the poll. Some
vine Sprague, Beverly Wright,
ings of either unsatisfactory or
see the Russian Bear stir once Oakland. Dr. A. T. Bawden will
and Bill Lunt. Expected selec
body won as usual and the rest^
It is expected that this year's failure in six units or more.
again, this time on behalf of be faculty chairman. Place: room book day will set a record as this
tion of some of these elected
retired as philosophically minded annual election campus beautifiFRATS LOWER
Germany. It seems safe to say 317, Ad.
members to official posts edit
year marks the twenty-fifth an
cation project.
Sorority members and pledges private citizens.
that Sweden would tolerate such
ing or managing Pacific publi
Are "fight" slogans but a
9:50 —• Aviation will be dis niversary of the present collec show a ratio of total number COLOR STRATEGY
an act by England because of the
cations would mean that Bill
War
Condemned
by
Youth
tion.
memory? There wasn't a blood
cussed by Edward Wagner of
of units of warnings received
But foremost among Pacific
strong link between Sweden and
Workman, Howard Lewis, Alice
curdling guarantee to match the
as
Imperialistic
Struggle
the Pathfinder Flying Service, FIRE DESTROYED IN 1915
to total number of members and
interrogations submitted f o r
Norway, but if she didn't? (You
Rudebaugh, and Margo Mcln
reverberations
of
the
armed
Stockton. George Tomasini will
pledges to be .84. Of this figure
All but a few hundred volumes
census approval — "What color
tyre would become successively
answer them; it's all we can do
feuds of yesterday which still
be student chairman. Place: of the old library were destroyed .59 were for unsatisfactory work,
Outstanding issue at the Cali
poster sends you panting to the
to ask 'em.)
are echoing amoung our mental fornia Youth Legislature held at eligible to Publications Commit
and .25 for failure work. The
room 303, Ad.
by fire in the summer of 1915.
polls?" And mark my ballot if archives. Can they be gone and
Down south along the Danube
Los Angeles City College last tee membership in the order
10:45—A discussion on radio Since then it has been necessary fraternities show their inferiority
that wasn't the platform of the replaced by repainting last years
named.
the plot thickens, and through
week-end was peace.
in
comparison
with
the
women.
by Mr. M. E. Wittie of the to build up the collection of the
year—pretty colored posters.
the hazy tangle of lies and ulti
sign and refurbishing last years
Decision of the conference was ELECTION FREAK
Wittie Radio Service, Stockton. library both with older editions Their total ratio of members
mata, the swarthy hand of SigWhich
brings
forth
the
an
Queerest of election freaks re
crate—figuratively
speaking?
condemnation of the present
and
pledges
who
received
notices
Robert Grady and Professor and the current publications.
nor Mussolini is discernible. Rum
guished wail for the virility of TRACK OR TACT?
conflict as an imperialist war, corded in the present election
to
the
total
number
of
mem
Herbert Welch will be student
The Library's income scarcely
ors are rife that Italy will join
the good old days when a cam
and faculty chairmen. Place: 226 suffices to buy the many books bers and pledges was .97. Of
The nearest thing to suspense and admonition to the United was the tie vote between Boyd
Germany as soon as war breaks
paign
was
more
than
a
printer's
States to keep hands off.
Weber Hall.
being currently published which this figure .62 were listed as platform of size, color, and pro this year was the complete lack
in the Balkans. All we can do
of Lamb publicity which had RESOLUTION PASSED
1:30—Social work will be the it must have; its needs must de "unsatisfactory" and .36 as
Polls will be open next
fusion of ballyhoo cards.
is wait and see.
the Biddick gang fair to jitter
topic discussed by Mr. Peter pend on the generosity of its failure.
Resolutions also supported the
Tuesday from 10:00 till 3:00
Things
have
come
to
a
fine
Perhaps most important is the
ing for its appearance. But was student peace demonstration
Geiser, assistant probation offi users if it is to fill in the great
in the Administration Build
when
opposition it strategy or inefficiency?
Also Over Here—
idea
expressed
by stagnation
scheduled for this morning and
cer of San Joaquin County, and mass of older material which it general
ing for the head yell leader
posters
find
themselves
displayed
' This week the 1940 major
parents that students who live
Remarking of strategy — re condemned the secretary of
Mrs. Fay Goleman, formerly of lacks.
runoff. Contesting will be
on the same thumb tack! It used member the campaign surprise American diplomacy, as repre
league baseball season hopped off
at
home
can
study
better
is
the S.R.A. Jean Morgan will be BOOKPLATE INSERTED
Boyd Thompson and Chuck
to
be
that
the
last
one
posted
to a fast start with Bob Feller's
of last year which back flared? sented by the visit of Sumner
Any publications which would reputed. Of the unaffiliated resi
student chairman and Dr. Harold
Wood, both of whom receiv
used the thumbtack alone.
no-hit game highlighting the
No? Well it seems that several Welles. Others opposed proposed
Jacoby, faculty chairman. Place: be of an aid to students are wel dent students the ratio of 1.80
ed 289 votes in the regular
opening day activity on Tuesday.
POOR
TREES!
notices
were
received.
The
ratio
campaign managers decided to cuts in the N.Y.A., the W.P.A.,
comed by Mr. Gerould. Everyroom 207, Ad.
election yesterday.
Your writer, born and bred in
Even with all the colored ap repaper the Administration halls. farm relief, and housing.
1:30—Home economics will be book given to the Library re of total number of units of un
big league territory, has never
peals
none
of
the
campus
woods
satisfactory
warnings
to
the
They did—about midnight—and DELEGATES
discussed by Miss Maude I. Mur- ceives a bookplate inscribed with
relinquished his interest in things
total number of unaffiliated resi will have to receive injections retired to pleasant dreams—and
the donor's name.
Three official delegates repre Thompson and Chuck Wood
baseballish and herewith presents (Continued on page 2, column If)
for iron poisoning — and there awoke to dismayed reality. The sented the Student Christian As
dent students was 1.04.
for Head Yell Leader, and par
his predictions of the major flag
was a time, not too pre-historic, Administration had been up for sociation, June Vickland, Ray ticularly the queer number se
races as clearly indicated by his
when our nomination for the hours—guess what! If the post Leonheuser, and Freddie Rodgers, lected, 298 votes.
"infallible" system. (This may
most useless committee on the ers weren't on the bulletin While Mildred Janu, Bill Villaruz,
Library Contest
There were a total of 646 bal
not interest many people, but it
campus counted the campaign board they just weren't.
and Jackie Ong attended as on lots cast in the election, which
Is Announced
puts me on record.)
advertising matters and reported
And let that be a warning
lookers. Over 750 delegates were fell short of the record of 702
In the American League—big
244,198 choice bits of publicity the big show is still a tricky present at trie sessions.
ballots cast in the election two
by
Mr.
Gerould
surprise—the Yanks to repeat by
scattered hither and yon in the campaign!
o
years ago, but surpassed last
about a half a dozen games over
Miss E. Grace Ward of the art
The professorial inhabitants of
year's count of 619 by twentyA library contest has been an
the up-and-coming Boston Red the debate maze announced this department of the College of the
seven votes. Last year's major
nounced by the library for all
CALL ISSUED
Sox. The rest will trail in this week that sign-up Is under way Pacific recently attended a meet
ity for Ernie Atkinson, 101
students of the Stockton Junior
order: Cleveland, Detroit, Chi for the annual intramural debate ing of heads and chairmen of col
votes, was beaten by Biddick's
College and the College of the FOR RELIEF
cago, Washington, Philadelphia tournament.
lege art departments of the Pa Pacific. The contest is for the
149-vote margin.
and St. Louis. Look familiar?
The tournament is open to any cific coast held in the new art best private collections of stu
President of the Associated
FUNDS
It's the same order in which they team of two, men or women, rep building of the University of dents, and there are prizes for
"Petrified Forest" by Robert Women Students next year will
finished last year, with Detroit resenting organizations or acting Southern California.
each winner in the two schools
A call has been issued to
Pacific speech majors had fun Emmet Sherwood enters into its be Joyce Wiggins, with Adrian
This meeting was followed by as well as several honorable men
and Chicago switched.
independently. J. C. debaters
last Friday and Saturday judg third showing on the College of Squires, by virtue of her runnerMethodist
colleges
to
join
to
The National League bids fair with experience this year are per attendance at the annual meeting tions.
the Pacific Little Theatre stage up position in the campaign for
morrow in a day of fasting and ing contests in the annual North
to have a repeater in the Cincy mitted to team with inexpe of the Pacific Arts Association,
A catalogue of books may be
ern California High School tour tonight after two performances president, automatically becom
which includes members of all submitted with a brief statement prayer in behalf of peace. The
Rods, after a very tough tussle rienced students.
ing first vice-president.
last weekend.
nament.
*ith the St. Louis Cards. Also
To give newcomers adequate grades of schools, both public and as to why they were collected service suggested was prepared
Other officers will be Saran
"Petrified Forest," under the
Two Stockton Hi entrants, Elea
close will be Chicago, Pittsburgh, opportunity on a competitive p r i v a t e , f r o m k i n d e r g a r t e n and how. The catalogue and
by Harold Ehrensperger, familiar nor Powell and Francis Mackey, direction of DeMarcus Brown, Cameron, recording secretary;
New York and Brooklyn, in the basis, a new topic, "The Aboli through university. One of the statement must be in the hands
to many here at Pacific, and placed first and second in ex- has been well received by Little Jackie Parker, president of the
order named. All six of these tion of State Governments," has notable meetings was a visit to of the librarian by May 2.
Theatre visitors and praised as Women's Athletic Association;
H. D. Bollinger, secretary of the temp.
teams have a good chance to win been chosen. The first round of the Walt Disney Studios, where
The committee will look over Wesley Foundations and student
In the debate section which one of the best productions this Phyllis Grimshaw, second vicethe
preliminary
steps
of
four
ani
the pennant. The Boston Bees debates will be the 29th of this
the private collections and an work.
dealt with government ownership year. Marion Akers lives up to president; and Frances Hull,
mated cartoons were shown.
and Philadelphia will finish in month.
nounce the awards in the two di
The call has as the theme the of railroads, two teams from advance publicity in the role corresponding secretary,
the league.
visions in the assembly May 16.
0
sending of aid to needy students Lowell Hi of San Francisco tied of Allan Squires, as does Toni
o
for
first.
Eighteen
schools
were
R
i
f
b
e
r
g
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p
o
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r
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G
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b
y
in Europe and Asia. The amount
Local Express —
(usually the cost of a meal) is entered in competition, with the Maple. Max Gobel as the killer,
Two weeks ago, In our razz
winners eligible to compete in the Duke Mantee, is very realistic.
sent to the National Commission
edition column, we took A1 Harnational tournament.
Surprise of the show are the
on University Work. Funds are
tons for a little ride on his al
many laugh lines that were not
then routed through the World's
leged authorship of "Tuxedo
expected in this type of play
Student Christian Federation for
of The Great Smokies, but we
By BILL BIDDICK
[unction." We just couldn't beTuition in the College of the
by the minor characters; how
didn't
know
it
until
we
looked
at
Far
Eastern
and
European
Stu
California—The Home of the
Meve that anyone as well versed
Pacific
next year will be based
ever,
this
adds
to
the
play,
mak
Although
the
faculty
has
yet
dent
Relief.
the map.
h the ins and outs of the music College of Pacific.
to receive official notice from
ing it another hit of the season. entirely upon the number of
Kentucky
—
Saw
no
colonels,
Arizona—Chief industry is get
game as A1 could commit the
Tickets for the last two per units in which the student is en
horses, or blue-grass; went Hollywood studios for screen
laux pas of sending away a tune ting people into New Mexico.
formances, April 19 and 20, are rolled.
tests and contracts, etc., their
through at night.
"One
of
Twins,"
the
eighth
in
New
Mexico—Not
a
darn
pu
Wthout protecting himself.
A fee of $10.50 per unit will
Ohio—Cincinnati depot is so annual dramatic attempt to rival
the Ambrose Bierce series "Can now on sale at the box office
When the local evening paper eblo, three Indians at the station,
from 10 a. m. to 5 p. m. daily. be charged for all courses num
long that waitresses drawl at one DeMarcus Brown's Little Theatre
Such
Things
Be,"
was
presented
and
the
rest
of
the
state
is
either
eame out with a story crediting
productions blurted forth yes
end and twang at the other.
by the Campus Studio under the Admission is 50c, 75c and $1.00. bered above 200. These courses
the tune to Harkins, this corner on relief or in Washington.
are intended primarily for grnd—o
terday during assembly period,
Indiana—
See
Oklahoma
1
or
The
band,
under
the
direction
direction of Arthur Farey last
Oklahoma—Just through the
^mediately checked with the Pauate students, although under
in the staging of "No! Not the of Robert Gordon, will present Wednesday night at 9:15. The
Georgia.
c'fic pianist himself and verified Pan Handle this time.
graduates
may enroll In them at
Russians!"
Illinois—
Bought
some
salted
a
program
in
assembly
next
play was adapted for radio by
Kansas—Here for ten minutes,
Ute details to our satisfaction. A1
the fee of $10.50.
Today the Intelligensia has, Thursday. In addition to the Margaret Lefever, and the cast
cashews and stood on a Chicago
Parkins DID write "Tuxedo Junc bought a ten-cent pie.
we hope, returned to the more numbers played by the band, included students of Radio Work
The charge per unit for under
Oklahoma—Back again.
No corner looking at the buildings.
tion"—'way back last August.
graduate courses'—those num
Wisconsin—Just as dark as intellectual way of life, for the Charlotte Smith will sing a solo. shop class.
Oakies
at
the
U.,
evidently
other
°b McCormick and his band
bered from 100 to 200—will be
faculty extravaganza is a thing
California at night.
"Sed it for a while, didn't like it people In Oklahoma.
$8. The charge will be the same
of the past.
Minnesota—Snow
and
farmers
Texas—From Fort Worth to
and discarded it. Whereupon the
Mr. Windmiller, registrar of for both graduate and under
o
with fur-lined ear flaps, very
the Stockton Junior College, has graduate students enrolled in
f0rnposer, determined to find out Houston on a local; conductor quaint.
issued notice that applications these courses.
Whether the tune had anything, knew everyone but us, but we
North Dakota—See Minnesota
it to the rising Erskine Haw- soon got acquainted.
Campuses from Florida to Washington awake for graduation from junior col
Part time students will pay
and add a change of watches.
Louisiana — New Orleans is
fcns in New York City.
Montana—Raced with the par
this morning at 11:00 to demonstrate in the annua lege this June are being re $10 per unit. Total charges for
tops,
the
Mississippi
is
muddy,
ceived from the Sophomore stu part-time undergraduate students
Al received no reply and heard
allel Milwaukee R. R., were a
Student Peace Strike that there shall be no A. E. F dents in the junior college.
a°thing 0f his tune until Haw- and Huey Long is dead
enrolled for up to 16% units is
strong second.
Mississippi—At night - Gad
The gym's the place and to in World War II. But the PSA slumbers on, with
He requests that students who not to exceed $128.
came out with it on wax in
Idaho—Conductor punched our
night's the night for the S.C.A. nothing more significant than the debris of a student plan to graduate and who have
. tickets and we missed state.
October. Of course, there was what chair cars.
The senior college bulletin for
Alabama—B i r m i n g h a m i s
not filed an application for grad 1940-41 gives the following defi
1° mention of Harkins as com
Washington — Women's debate Folk Dance. The hour Is 7:30. election campaign to attract interest.
Mr. Lawton Harris, recreation
uation should do so at once, nition of a part-time under
ber. Three other fellows took smokey; ditto for 60% of the in- team at the U. heard that Stock
Internationally-minded professors may do their It is necessary that an appli- graduate:
,he credit. That's life, or so we've h3
"A part-time under
ton had an underworld. Spoke instructor of the College, will be
Geo "gia — Fifteen minutes
on hand to lead in the folk bit this morning to fill the yawning breach by giving caiont be filed so that the regis graduate student is one enrolled
X'd, but it's a sorry pill f°r
softly 'lest they jump.
thfougfone corner but didn't see
rkins to swallow.
Oregon—Corvallis has three dances of various countries. Re a few minutes to a discussion of the problems o trar's office can check on the in the College of the Pacific for
freshments will be served under
rp/T parth of Tara.
movies (all talkies). Whoops!
American neutrality. Sober discussion must come be eligibility of those students who a total of 6 units or less—or any
Tennessee—Debated and won
C °NGRATULATI0NS—
plan to graduate. Application undergraduate enrolled in Col
California—Kind of a letdown, the direction of Sam Takagishi
decision, lost continually when gentle
and Fern Herman. There is no fore war; it never comes once drums start beating blanks can be received by call lege of the Pacific and any other
reader,
but
so
is
the
end
aeuiaiuii,
fpntle
lcaQer,
lh
R'U Biddick. We're sure
admission charge.
and men start marching.
ing at the junior college office. college simultaneously."
about theRose
some I of a debate trip.
make the PSA a stronger debating
North Carolina—Contains so
Ionization next year.

ELECTED

PLANNED
FOR MAY 16

BALLYHOO OF ELECTION
AIN'T WHAT IT WAS

Legislature
Attracts
Locals

Intramural
Tourney
Announced

WALT DISNEY
CARTOONS
VIEWED

Stockton Hi
Speakers
Victorious

STATES REVIEWED BY
DEBATE TOURISTS

Faculty Creates
Hysteria, Is
Forgiven

Band to Play
in Assembly

Desert Drama
Wins Praise

More Data
on Tuition

"One of Twins"
in Campus
Studio

J. C. Graduates
File Applications
Immediately

Folk Dance
Tonight by
S. C. A.

Sleeping
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He must also be a man of good standing with out
siders, or he may get into disgrace and be entrappel
by
the slanderers.
r
—1 Timothy 3:7.
from the American Translation of the Bible.
Copyright 1935 by the University of Chicago.
Reprinted

EDITORIAL

FEATURE

• Barbarians

COLLEGE BOY?

A Cappella
Sings in
Sacramento

7 New Marks
Established
by Cubs
Yuba, Placer Bow to
Superior Thinclads

fit'

in the mood

r ,
Ij

By the Super Sleuths

Looks like it takes but two short months to round Up ^
of school[ and
jtllU a
A period of
V*. hard
— work, new friendships
- and
—-«u Qj.
OI
5LI1W life.
campus
It seems like only ,,AcfnrrlflV
yesterday that;
that frwt+k«u
football ^
full swing and the Tiger team holding the field . . . that
j.uii. on" 9
xi
mac rrnu'fL

flooded with a week's L„Vt|
Cracking seven Stockton J. C.
lation of rain . .
^
records, the Cub cindermen last
HEAVE-HO
Mardi I-*..-.
Down £
Friday snowed under squads
and votes
,tes were betafc^ ^
h, '
from Yuba and Placer junior col
<loW TV yj
queen . .. but don't let
lcl h fllfc/V,
!»'*
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land (D), tie for third by Evans
(SJC); Mead def. Traphagen (P) and Stutt (D). Height, 5 feet ALICE RUDEBAUGH,
All races and creeds are in who removed two of the most I was general chairman for the af1:30 — Nursing will be dis
e ither
11% inches.
RAY GROSSE, Exchange
vited to participate in the Meet
fair. She was assisted by Mrs cussed by Miss Helen Olson, in trict Dental Assistant's Associa 6-2, 6-4, ((S); Smith def. Witt
V ^Vli:
220 low hurdles—Underhill (D! JFRRnrn
w/Ar
KFR. MW
Flights out
JERROLD
WALKER,
Mpopular
books
from
the
Book
6-1,
7-5,
(SJC).
Hecox
(D),
Kelly
(P).
Time,
25
9
'
ing of the Crossways, a group
,, , . „mil
„
, Goodyear and Mrs. Bramwell and structor in nursing arts at San tion. Professor Waldo will be
Discus throw — Bonnifeld ('p\ JESSIE HANNAY, CanipK
Doubles: Hunefeld-Dedrick def. Dave
begun on the campus last Janu Shelf, both Kitty Foyle and the refreshments were served by Joaquin County General Hos faculty chairman; Esther De!? in the
Gay (P), Tolley (D).
Dis
TOM WOODRUFF. photogi
tance.
148 feet 2% inches.
Fleming
-Witt
6-4,
8-6,
(SJC);
>ary' for the purpose of inter "Grapes of Wrath have been|Mrs. Du Burtz, Mrs. Eby and Mrs pital, and Miss Dorothy Blair, Mark will be student chairman,
Rais
Broad
jump—Rogers
(R)
nn_.
DAVE MATTHEWS. Art J
Browne-Traphagen def. Mead<m
denominational discussion.
returned.
1 Marblestone.
president of the San Joaquin Dis Place: room 214. Ad.
MISS
ELEANOR
McC
Covey 8-10, 6-1, 6-0, (SJC).
Relay—Won by Davis, 3:28.8.
Faculty Adviser
:^ t > l n o a Jani

Barbarians, awake! You have nothing to lose but
your apathy, you have a PSA to gain.
The Greeks—fraternities and sororities to the
uninitiated — have dominated PSA politics long
enough. It's time for a renaissance, a rebirth of in
terest by Barbarians, those whose pocketbooks or
beliefs keep them from wearing pretty little pins and
going to sorority teas. Hurrah for the Barbarian
Revolution!
It can be done. It has been done. On hundreds of
campuses throughout the U. S. fraternity and sor
ority domination of campus politics has passed into
dodo-like oblivion. A New Deal—without the donkey
—has conducted spring housecleaning in many
fortunate collegiate hall. Can't Pacific see the new
day? Can't she join the crowd in the race for rea
elections to replace fraternity intrigue?
The struggle will not be easy, organization being
the prerequisite. That's the basis of present fraternity
icength, the machine which has heretofore swept
before it all Independent candidates, no matter how
wortftY their characters or qualifications
j
• a worthwhile
it. L!1a struggle
of 1-11 nrrrl t* ^ for some J. c.
Here
1?
student to dedicate himself to-riie organization o
the unorganized-H Af.^rrrerstone were la'd now
and the precedent established, by next spring the
new Independents might be ready to buck the fratermty^gang.
^ c a m p a i g n w i l , b e n e c e s s a r y.

0 "''Ton"".

Vocational
Conference
Held

a

CINDERMEN
SWAMP
MUSTANGS

Relief

W. A. A.
Action

i

Back Home

\

ss ip-jsr -

fo
• on Pa.gc

SLY
SLAPS AT
SOCIETY

Members and Atkinson-Barry
Guests Like
Engagement Is
Waffles
Announced

It was last Tuesday that s
, b
ome
~~ Ba:"a s oys staged a too-too
10 uchmg wedding ceremony down
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1enulty o! bridesmaid Jerry Bent·
ltf· Ah, spring! Ah, nuts!
It's three on a match, sho 'nu!f,
,;ben you see Vivienne Manary
Rod Barth, and Hal Ewing here·~
there·
·'RED NOSE
That was the start ot the tan
rran Branstad is so busy achlev.
She has lots o.f company,
1ng.
toO·

~T LONG LAST

J{ollywood (and MGM) .finally
woke up to the glamor and abll·
It)' of Pacific's Toni Rifberg.
Good luck and orchids to an or·
chidaceous lady.
Picnics have come into their
One of the favorite
0 wn again.
spots Is near Valley Springs.
When the ants get the food, you
can always go to Pete's Place.
Congrats also to Alpha Theta
rau for resurrecting the scav·
enger hunt-a happy thought tor
spring evenings, and :for spring
rancies, too.
Frosh Couple of the week Is
sancy MacCaughey and Frank
sarber, seen everywhere and al·
11·ays together.
That's the inter·fraternity and
inter-sorority Bridge Tournament
that is causing so much talk
among the Greeks. It'll give those
not so athletically inclined a
ch::nce .for mental gymnastics
•they · tell us). Those Interested
should consult Vivienne Manary,
cx~cutlve vice-president o! the Pa·
rific federation of bridge-playing,
dh islon of kiultzing.

.

English Lecture
The English Department of
College of the Pacific Invites
all Juniot· College English Ma·
Jors to hear Professor Arthur
r.. Kennedy, of Stanford Uni·
"~rsity, who will speak in the
Student Christian Association
rooms on Monday evening, April
twenty-second.
th~

Lov~ly!

PACIFIC
MUSIC

Spring Formal
Is Saturday
at Clark

Reception for Kindergarten
Charlotte
Is Frosh Hop
Smith
Theme

HUNT AND

'Mid flowers of Pvery hue,
Charlotte Smith was honored at
a reception given by the Pacific
Cooperative House following hl'r
senior recital Tuesday evening.
Sharing honors was Miss Jean
Morrall, who was presented at
the same recital.
Guests were welcomed by !or·
mally dressed hostesses, mem.
bers of the house. The tea table
presided over by .Mrs. George Me:
Glrk, housemoth~r. and ~liss
Frances Bowerman, Willi covered
with an Ivory lace cloth centered
with an Iris floral arrangement.
Lighted tapers flanked the cen·
terplece.
General chairman for the affair
was Gladys Hotchkiss. A~sl~ting
her in preparing Wl're Nina Tur·
katte, Mary Jane Dashiell, Bar·
bara Durst and John Fanucchi.
Refreshments were In charge of
Mary Fong, assisted by Doris
BowrIng, Jane Dashiell, and
Miriam Spuller. Marge Lee was
0 t her
decoration chairman.
members of the cooperative house
aided in preparing and present·
lng the reception.

In parties of four, m!'mbf'rs of
Alphn Th ta Tau ar sorority
and gu,. ts will be on hand this
Saturday nlcnt for n novel Sea\'•
enger hunt, \'.1ndlng up with a
radio dance at the dose of the
evr.nlng.
TI1ose planning to Rllrnd are
as foUow : Jane Kelman, J
Frlschol tz, Bca
lc'Car1, Lcs
Knoles, Sarah camrron, Hill Of·
tcrman, Barbara Temby, BW 111<>
Murray, Bonnlr. Smith, Bob
Wentz, Sally Ho , Kcl h Thomas,
Ruth Co~o~.-ard, Uill 8iddlck, Be Ue
lllr.ycr, Tnny 1-,co,·lch, Allee
Boyer, Bill Traphagen, Phylls
Hamaker, J>lck COil tt, Marie
Sal a, Duan Vance, VIrginia Spencer, llert Chance, Jan t Hampton,
Bill Orvis, Sue White, Jack Yatet,
Mu rl W \lcr, Dill Bigelow, Claire
Pratt, Georgr. Waldie, I ry Rt ,
J ck !Utt nho
, Dorothy Hull,
Tommy Fe-rran, Leslie J<nol ,
Bob Ebbcson.

NOTES

•

Epsilon Gives
Faculty the
"A·1r

SENIORS ARE
HONORED
GUESTS

Engagement
Cups

Chas. Haas
& Sons
JEWELERS

FRIEDBERGER'S

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

Featuring
TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THill PAClFIC CO·ED
839 Eaat Main Street
JEWELERS

Main &: El Dorado, Ph. 2~893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found In a
Firat-CIMS Pharmacy

position•

HUMPHREYS
(Since 1896)
School ot Business
Fully Accredlted-NAACS
CaiUornla at Weber·· Stockton

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES DINNERS

GET YOUR HAIR CUT A'r

BOB'S

"The Tute WUJ Tell"
ZOI' Pacific Ave.
Ph. 5-0{61
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

R ers
Y utb

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
ON PACIFIC AVE.

CORSAGES?

SIBLEY E. BUSH

TRY THE

the discu ion
purpose and
the Natbnal

230~

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

Fit Right -

ICE CREAM

FRESH FLAVORS DAILY

.

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

Feel Right

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

• They're Walk-Fitted

and

FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Roy "Chopper" Cooper

BOSTONIAN

FOR DELICIOUS
FROSTED MALTS

COAL
WOOD

Lubrication By

Or See
DlCK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

BLEWETT'S

ICE

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

PHONE 2-65150

OFFIOE:
602 S. Center St.
Phone: 2-8220

2017 PACIFIC AVE.

PaciJl.a Avenue

"On Pacific Avenue"

Fighting Tigers

----

Luncheon for
University
Women

Faculty
Member

KNOLES
NOTES

Men's Hall Has
Semi-Formal
Slated

P.-T. A. Hears
Mrs. Corry
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better business

The mt'mbers of the freshman
class went back to their kind _rgarten days lut 1-'rlday night at
the dance'givl'n for thr.m at the
Pythlan Castle. uccoratlons \'.ere
carried out In the kindergarten
theme with many Donald l>uck
and Mickey Mouse balloons dis·
trlbuted to the couples. The
"youngsters" were also given
suckers and bib with little chll·
dren on them.
Honored gue t of th cvenl111
was Charmian Cash, Qu!'en of th
Mardi Gras. Herman Saplro
and his orchf!lltra dedicated the
pi~"• "Charmian'' to her.
Patrons and Patron sea wcr
Dr. and Mrs. Byron, and Mr. nnd
~ll'B. Robert Fenlx.
Donna Ferguson wu g ncral
chairman, assisted on thr. com·
tees by Jack Devoe, 1n charg of
decoration ; Don La Moine, publicity; and Betty Ann Hickman,
bids.

KING

S1.25up

For

PLANNED

Jean Ormond to Wed
Celebrates
Birthday

Telegram Has
Exciting News
for Manor Hall

Relief a Career?

Exquisite!

DANCE

nouncement of Miss Barry's engagement to Mr. Ernie Atkinson,
student·body president and prom.
inent figure about campus. The
occasion for the announcement
Zetagathean will hold its an·
was the brlde·to·be's twentieth
By CLAYTON LONG
nual spring formal In the Floren·
birthday,
Music Critic
The announcement came as a
tine Room of the Clark Hotel
great surprise to her sorority sis.
Topping next week's blll·Of·fare Saturday evenIng, April 20,
ters, when at the close of the meal in the Conservatory Is the annual from 9·1. Music will be furnished
the traditional box of candy, bear·
concert of the combined S. J. C.·
ing news of the engagement, was C. 0. P. Orchestra under the baton by Dick Hackett and his band.
Patrons and patronesses will
presented to the house.
of Professor "Horse-I." Brown
The anticipated birthday cake and featuring the world-renowned be Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fenlx,
turned out to be an engagement Naoum Blinder, violinist par ex· Mr. and l\1rs- Robert Burns, Mr.
cake as well, crowned with a cellence and concert master o! and Mrs. Chas. Gulick, Mrs.
Ralph Brady, and Miss Lorraine
bride and groom and encircled the S. F. Symphony.
Knoles.
with orange blossoms.
• •
Quoting
Dean
Elliott
of
the
Committees are as follows:
Miss Barry Is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Barry of Palo Conservatory, we have: ". . . Laurance Matthews, g en era I
there aren't nearly enough flat- chairman; Jacqueline Judge, bids;
Alto. She has been attending Pa·
terj,ng superlatives In the English Janet Lehmann, decoration; and
ci.tlc for three years, and is presi·
language to even begin describ- Doris Bishopberger, music. Re·
dent of her sorority.
• •
Mr. Atkinson Is the son of Mr. ing the greatness of N. Blinder." freshments will be served.
•
•
•
Pacific's
house-of-notes'
string·
•
•
and Mrs. E. F. Atkinson of Pled·
II
mont. He will graduate from the band has in two previous years
College of the Pacific in June. brought to Stockton and this cam·
It is rumored that those Epsi·
No date :for the wedding has pus the eminent Percy Grainger,
concert-pianist, and the San Fran·
Ion girls are going to take a pol- been announced.
cisco Opera Ballet--both of which
• •
ished rag and dust o.ff the faculty
• • •
brought satisfaction all the way
Thr San Joaquin Co u n t y
tonight.
The occasion is the
around.
This
being
the
third
Bmnch
ol The American
oannual faculty party given by the
Last night some Uu-ec hundred
datlon of Unh·erslty Women wtll
year in the running for the an·
sorority sisters o! Epsilon Lambhold a lunch on at the H el
nual event, it is recommended guests were present at the Fac·
da Sigma in "honor" of the !ac·
that If you and· you want good ulty Club reception for seniors
Miss Teresa Fenter, f<'acher In Clark at one o'clock on April 20.
ulty.
seats (they're all being reserved), and students getting advanced de·
the Stockton Junior College, has
The pcaker a thls luncheOD
Information from unknown
you had better not walk, not run, grees. The :formal reception was
announced her betrothal to the will he DO<'tor Hazel Hans n of
sources has it rumored that there
but sprint dexterously to Dean held In Anderson Hall at 8:30.
Rev. l\lr. K- MacLean Glazier o( the Clnulcal Department of StaD·
will not be a court trial as was
J. G. Elliott's office and flOlre the Miss Martha Pierce, president of
Tisdale, Saskatchewan, canada. toni Unlwnlt)', wlio wUl <Uscuss
the club, presided.
held last year--because the fac·
Jean Allyn Onnond of Wo- Miss Ferstl'r, having rl' lgned "The Romant'e of Archaeology."
A telegram received at Manor coin.
Spring flowers were attractive- men's Hall gave her· eighteenth from the faculty, will leave for
ulty put most of the girls in jail Hall announced the engagement
Doctor Hansen was awanll'd
"Brownie's a-Buse·ltions" are
Instead o! vice-versa as was of Marglth Qulst, student at the 60 strong and this is what they ly arranged through the rooms. birthday party last Thursday, Chicago In June.
~he "Alkr Fr man Palm r Fel·
A program was p r e s e n t e d April 11. The party was given
planned. The girls are sincerely Student Junior College, to Albert are going to play:
The wedding ceremony \\111 be 10\\ hlp" In 1928, which gav her
through the efforts of the enter- at her aunt's home at 457 Tuxedo during the early part oC August a year of tudy and travel In
hoping that the faculty will be Waters of Woodland.
J.
ready to take part in a program
Miss Quist is a native o! Den· "Oberon," Overture •••••... Weber tainment committee: Miss Elea· Street. Her aunt, Mrs. Fred Ellis, in the Thorndike Hilton Chapel GrcccP. Since then she has spent
nor McCann, Mr. and Mrs. Art and her mother, Jt'rs. J. A. Or· at the University ot Chicago, of a great deal of tim In that cou
II.
that is lining up to resemble "The mark, coming to the United States
The Swan ot Tuonela ...... Stbetlu$ Farey. The decorations were armond of San Francisco, presided. which Miss Ferster 1 a graduate. try working on archaeology, and
Town Meeting of the Air."
0 . York, Eng. Horn solol~t.
ten years ago. As a freshman
ranged by Miss Grace Ward and
Those present were La Verne
The couple met last year In on hf'r last visit there h wa:s
Jane Jordan, emphasizing the student she has been active In
III.
privilege of the seniors to get a Manor Hall activities. She is the Lee Fete• • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Debuasey Mr. and Mrs. DeMarcus Brown. Nicolas, Charmian Cash, Jean New York whl'n thl'y were both ' madr an honorary cltlz n of
IV.
Refreshments and serving were Alexander, Leslie Knoles, Carolyn members of the International Grct'C«'.
last "crack," Is general chairman daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Quist Concerto ln G min. !or Ylolln
&nd Orch.••.....•••.... Bruch taken care of by Mrs. Ethyl Thies, Eva Francis, Nancy Mac· House while domg graduate work
for the evening program. Her of Woodland.
Mr. Blinder.
Flack, Mrs. W. G. Young and Mrs. Coughy, Gladys Cowan, Betty at Columbia University.
trustworthy assistants are to be
Mr. Waters Is the son of Mr.
v.
C. A. Broaddus.
Jean Morrison and Pat Ray. At
Her Hance Is a graduate of th
Claribel Coffman, Jackie Burton, and Mrs. F. Waters o! Woodland. ..The Rusal&n Easter.·• Overture ........ Rlmsky-Korsakoft
six: o'clock dinner was served: University of Toronto and of the
and Eloise Smith, better known He is at present employed by the
Dean J. G. Elliott, money-man creamed turRey, green peas, hot Union Theological Seminary In
as the mis·informers of "Informa- Douglas Aircraft Company in
Plans for the "largest-scale"
biscuits, baked grapefruit, angel New Yorlt.
(treasurer).
tion Please."
Los Angeles.
music extravaganza in the history
Jo'oliowln~t their marriage, the
food birthday cake and ice cre"am.
Tonight Or. Knoles \\1ll I a
Members of the faculty are not
As yet the wedding date has of Pacific are receiving finishing·
After dinner Gladys played the couple wl\1 reside In Tisdalo•, for Atlantic City, New J rs y,
Red-hot tip of the Age; Do you
to be scared into not coming by not been set, but the newly be· touches this week. It will be en·
this article, but are dared to trothed couple will live in Los titled "MUSIC JAMBOREE," and know the original, unadulterated piano. The evening was climaxed where :!>1r. Glazier is In the mln· whPr<' he wl\1 act as a dele Ill at
is try.
thr G nr.ral Conference of th
nick-name that was bestowed by several hands of bridge.
come and see if after all they Angeles.
will harbor the S.J.C. chorus of
•
•
•
Methodist Church. Dr. Knol 1s
upon Dean Elliott away back-chose the right vocation. Re·
• • •
200 with full orchestra, present·
one of the few dc\rgatr. eh n
well, errr-that is-when he was
freshments are to be served.
ing the ultra • moderne "Rio younger than he Is now, and nat·
from this section to m t t the
Mervel Hammll, Mary Barbara
Grande" by Constant Lambert;
confr.rencc, which Is world wid
urally
so?
Baer, and Betty Fink are to hanPacific Symposium went over the college symphonic band of 80;
He will be gone for two or three
Well,
at
the
Pi Kappa Lambda
dle that little matter.
the airways last Thursday night and possibly the A Cappella
werks.
confab last week the truth outed.
at 6:30 with a discussion of Choir.
Mrs. Jean Corry of the House·
It's SHAKESPEARE! Impromp·
"Relief as a Career." 'l;he script
Arrangements for making the tu reasons were given for the
April 26th Is the day ell'cted hold Arts and Sclenc('!l depart·
was written by Gladys Bartho· concert a benefit for the national name by Mrs. Beatrice Bodley !or the annual semi-formal dance mC'nt spoke to the members of
lomew. Assisting in reading were honorary music society Pi Kappa and many others, but those same of Men's Hall. The dance will the Parent·Teachr..r Association
-JewelerBill Blddlck and Elton Cenc!rulo, Lambda were completed last Fri· reasons (burrppp - guffaww - be held at the Hotel Stockton, of the l..ottle Grunsk)' school
tOH .P aelno A\-e.
with Doris Bowring acting as day night In Modesto at the an· hurrumpff!, etc., as Dr. Knoles with Hennan's Saplro's orchestra. last Tuesday. Her subject was
WE SPECIAUZE IN WATCH
Decorations and bids will carry "The EUiclent nnd Infonnr.d
chalnnan.
nual Initiation of that organiza. would utter) ... " ... now you
and JEWF.LRY UEPAliW'G
out
the
spring
motif.
Bids
will
lion.
Buyer."
fill the rest ln." AND, as Dr.
Olson, English pedagogue, would be sold to boys outside the dorm
PAUL H. LEONHARD
Pi Kappa Lambaa elected new
who wish them.
PSA MEMBER
officers at the above·mentloned reply: " .•. Just exactly ..• just
Clinton Ward Is general chair·
OUR
Independent Agent
d exactly!"
man,
assisted on committees by
Home-Made
All Makes of Radio•
meeting last Friday and initiate
Notices were in the mail this
HAMBURGERS and
Ro.dlo Player•, Record•
Mrs. E\som (Lora Lee) Paddock, week that the formal initiation Lloyd Hebbron, Grne Harter, Bud
SANDWICHES
DISCOUNT TO PSA·ERS
class of '34; Charlotte Smith, '40,
date originally set (April 19th) Smith, Bill Orvis, Jack Yates, and
2 112 30
ior
Bill Ramsey, Phil Hood, and Bill Scott.
and Clayton Long, '40.
• •
The new officers are Miss Art Holton into Phi Mu Alpha,
STOCKTON
,_ .... 11
Miriam Burton, president; Aus· national honorary music fraternI>atabliahed in l89t"
tin E. Coggin, vice-president; ity, Is changed to a week later-President Polly Parsons of thr
Clayton Long, secretary; and April 26th. The time: 7:30p.m.;
Home Economics Club announced
the place: the reception room In
that election of officers will be
Old Anderson Hall. A social held Monday night.
hour ·will :follow the Initiation
ceremonial.

caslon was an Informal dance
h~ld at the fraternity house from
nme until one o'clock.
~inton Ward was the general
~halrman of the affair. Assist·
mg him were Ray Leonhaeuser
John Mitchell and Bud Stefa~
who Planned the decorations· Jim
L
•
yons, in charge of music; Boyd
Thompson, who planned the re·
freshments.
Patrons and patronesses were
Dr. and Mrs. J. R. Arnold Dr
and ::r~· Gordon Patton, ' and
Mrs. cora Lynch.

!\'EWEST THING

you

BE~ DIXON, Editor

It was warues and collee that

Climaxing a birthday supper
t~e pledges served last Saturday held
for Miss Betty Barry at
daffodU lane. A curtain form d mght to the members and guests
Alpha Theta Tau sorority last
the bridal veil-thanx to the ~- ot _Omega Phi Alpha. The OC· Wednesday night was the an.

..
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P GE J

DUNNE
SHOE CO.

PAT DUNLAP
Ca.mpu• Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4618

SSO E. Main St.

-

~

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

~<

l

:

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

INCORPORATED

Tale phone 6-6966

448 West Fremont
Phone 8·8613

Stockton, California
Office:

880

s.

Ca.litornia

BLUE RIBBON

........

Home Ec. Election

Special Purchase

What about

YOUR
FUTURE?
There is a place in the
business world for youif you can prove you are
ready for it. We know,
for we have p 1 aced
fYVery one of our graduates In paying positions.
Don't scatter your time
and energy! Go direct
to the mark of a successful career with the specialized training that is
in constant demand.
Grace Ball personalized
secretarial training is
the driving wedge that
can open business doors
to you.
Our graduates are successful- for t h e y are
equipped to deliver exceptional value. A few
months' earnest study at
moderate cost will repay
you many times over in
speedier progress a n d
greater earnings In the
years to come. Inquire

&RAC·E-SCHOOl
SECRETARIAL
TRAINING
COMPLETE COMMERCIAL COURSES

DATE-PAD

April 30th--Third Senior Re·
cital; Mary Fong, Pauline Craw·
ford, and ivory • somnambulist
Long.
May 7th-The great Music
Jamboree.
P. S.--Pleasc pardon personal
pilfering o! plugs polluting this
pedantic punk. MORAL: Fools \I
finally find fame from fantastic
fancies.
.

ANKLETS
15c

Jo~a<'h

2 For 25c
HOSIJoHtY
49c and 69c

2004 Pacific A,·e.

THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE

Gaia-Delucchi
Visit Our Beautiful
New Store
Free Parking Space

American and Channel

SPECTATOR
SPORTS

DRESSES

95

Campus
Oxford
6.95

J

UST

1 hr

cit' . r..

ou ha' r

ht'cn looking for . . .

All Genuine White Buck -- 8.95
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II SUmR ST. • SAN fRANCISCO

BAVIOLI8SPAGHET1'lFOREIGN
DELICACIES-

SALE

MRS.
SIMONOFF'S

sport drc

~·mart

c that tuck in or

pur

tlk and

$07.,, pure Rayon . .

o I and

Otl t

Crush rc:,i . tant ••. l rint ·, Dot
and Solid Colors •.. l'n. e, Bali
!\Ita·, Grey, • 'at\lrnl nnd \\'hitc.

OOLDEM WEST lnc.
LAWtDERERS·CLEMERS
501 North Sierra Ne,•ada Street

SERVING PACIFIC

Si7.t'

10

to

2 .

Fashion Salon
Second Floor

Jaysee Tracknten
s Travel to Farm
N

Tl G E R

A
R
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By BOB CONAWAY

Callforrtla's climate Is Ideal for
all ty'(M's of athletics; yet Pacific
aupport only four lnU>rcollegiate
sports: Football, ba. eball, tennis,
and track are the chosen :few.
What kind of a recor1l I~ this for
a school ~;uch as ours, situated
In an ideally-located spot?
PO ' miLITIE '
rfhe California Agricultural
C !lege at Davis, In addition to
t
above, swimming, judo, wreslng, and boxing. Many larger
~alleges maintain crew, hockey,
golf, ski, and baseba11 teams. This
latter sport is found in almost
every Institution in the country,
except the schools in Stockton.
Although we have a new swim·
mlng pool, it accommodates the
Junior College squad only, no
senior college team competing.
The golf squad, maintained in a
hapha7.ard manner during past
seasons, is no longer receiving aid
/rom the school. No form of
gymnastics, so popular in the
southern schools, is followed in
lr.tercollegiate competition.
20 FOR WHAT?
What is the answer to all this?
Is 1ootba11 emphasized too much?
Surely students who pay twenty
do1Iars per school year for student body activities are entitled
to a more thorough representation In sports. Even the limited
Intramural program was poorly
coJ'lceived and weakly managed.
St d!'nt participation failed to
m ture.
Pcrhapc;, where the emphasis
1or a succe!'Uiful athletic sea·
on l. laid so much upon the
ucccs. of the football squad,
a ~o~y tt'm of sponsorship, such
a11 I~ followed by Fre no and
·an ,Jose, Is necessary. In·
tE"rested townspeople could be
ru ked to contribute {() a fund
to support a particular sport
In which their interest Is
~nt

a
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Following t heir record-breaking performance last week, the
Jaysee trackmen thls afternoon embark for a triangular meet
with the Stanford Frosh and Menlo J. C. Pre-meet dope gives the
Menlo grou p only a sllght chance to upset, \lith the Uttle Indians
favorites.
Ot! their early-season marks,• - - - - - - -- - - - - - the Indian !rash will definitely several excellent quarter mllers
be the team to beat. Their bal- to challen~e Cub John Brown.
anced group is weak in those Glrdleston, a Menlo boy, is ex·
events which the Jaysees hoped ceptionally fast in the 440 and
to capture. Although not well·
integrated, the Menlo aggrega· the 220.
The shot-put will pit
tion boasts several outstanding
Stamm and Voss of Stanford
performers who should take !lrst
against Philp and Sullivan of
places away from the Cubs.
Stockt()n, with a Menlo man
WEIGHTS EVEN
having an outside chance of
Both opponent teams are woecrashing the winner's circle.
fully weak in the mile, only fair
Ed Voss of the :trash, is the
In the half. This should mean
favorite in the high jump,
little competition for Wes Miller,
having done 6 feet 2 Inches.
who, under any circumstances,
Competition in the hurdle
would still have been the preraces \\111 be furnished by
meet !avorlte. Both squads boast
Indian Symes; Facclla of
1\lenlo w!ll dominate t he
highest. This would tend t()
javelin. Ray Stacy will have
de-emphasize the Importance
to extend himself If he is
of football, more readily exto take the broad jump from
cuse a poor season.
Menlo competitors.
Whatever the solution, the PROBABLE ENTRIES
problem remains. Perhaps stuAlthough the Jaysees are in
dent interest in inaugurating new
mid-season
form, there is much
or discarded intercollegiate sports
Is so small that no thorough par- trouble because of p u 11 e d
ticipation could be assured. How- muscles, shin splints, and genever, until that Is proved by the eral non-conditional aches. Ray
trial-and-error method, we will Jones may not be able to comcontinue to believe that the ath- pete for at least a year, so
letic department needs consider· serious is his knee af!liction,
able expansion.
thus upsetting hopes :tor a crack
Tra!lk meets this week take
relay quartet.
both squads to foreign ovals.
The team will travel to Stan·
The Jaysees wUI, with a few
ford via private automobiles,
breaks, win their second conleaving the campus at 1:00 p. m .
secutive triangular meetFollowing is a list of the prob-this time against l\Ienlo
able Cub entries:
J. C. and the Stanford frosh.
Alphonse, Beanland, BlackThe Tigers will crowd into
well, Brown, Conaway,
a bus with the netmen and
Cooley, Davies, E a r l e y,
motor to Chico for a dual
J o n e s, King,
Greenman,
meet with the WUdcats. AI·
1\lliler, Philp, Stacy, Sullivan
though It wlll be close, we
Thode, Thompson, and West.
stick with the high-riding
Managers
W i Ill am s and
varsity men to come out on
Wong and Coach Jackson
top.
will accompany the group.
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BOOK MARK
ERIN 1\f. J OHNSON
:.1101 Puttle Ave.
!'hone •·&&oG

•

BOOKS ON ORDER
CURRENT FICTION
and

•

LENDING LIBRARY
01'"" 10 A. '\f, Till 8 J>. '\f, Dnll;r

~pnrta

Fot• the first time in history,
faculty members of state educational institutions will thls year
pay a federal income tax.

Wright Shatters Pool
Breaststroke Record

Bengal Sports Day Will
Attract Many Athletes

FOR ALL FLOWERS
TREVOR GRIFFITHS,
Campus Rep.

OMEGA. PHI

Phone 2-9502

c r 0 p c h•
c 1ash in

Tennis

Bengal
Squad
Is Hot

•

LAST TIMES
TONIGHT
and SATURDAY!

place your orders NOW for
COMMENCEMENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS!

--·

FOTO FANS !

have your films developed
through us. Get them to us
by 10 a. m . and have them
back by 5 p. m.

The COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

Milk Shakes

toe

Sat. • Sun. • Mon. • Tues.

"HOUSEKEEPERS
DAUGHTER"
"GERONIMO"

2480 Pacific Avenue

ONTNESTA.CE!

tMJFK UIRE THU11E
Something
Different
IN

F L ATS

PRESTON FOSTER
Wed. · Thurs. • Fri.

"HUNCHBACK OF
NOTRE DAME"

For You"

One Eye Tie
White Elk
Beige Elk

"'Where the Food Is Always Good"

" BEWARE, SPOOKS"
a.nd

with

·

SPEAK

FOB

THEMSELVES!

National Towel &Laundry Co.

lt6 N ...,.,_ ~UNDEREBS -

• .. .......,. Way

DRY CLEANERS
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WAYNE MORRIS
COl\UNG SUNDAY

PECKLER

" VI RG INIA CITY"

,
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PAUSE THAT
Bowed under authori17 of The Coca-<:ola Co. br
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O F
ST O C K T O ~
LIMITED

For Refreshment and Fellowship

MEET THE GANG
-AT-

8088 INN
FOUNTAIN • • • CURB

ti~~stentatiou

SERVICE

ON EL DOR ADO

Of three

Ill

I t's something Coca-Cola
gives that millions have liked
for m ore than fifty years,- a
h appy after-se n se of complete refreshment that adds
to your enjoyment of ice-cold
Coca-Cola. No wonder people
t he world over say: get a
Coca-Cola, and get the feel
o f refreshment.

Saddles
Dutchles
Side-Laces

1\IIRIAM HOPKINS

Through Our Capable Campus Representatives
TBY l18 - LET THE RESULTS

'1'11ereeJected a <
roters tTl ne"t -y
!Cad tile t a ! In<'
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$3.95

NOW l'LA:u NG

"DOUBLE ALIBI "

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service
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JOE E. BROWN

COMPLETE and SNAPPY
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I nt :for scr

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

p~~~~~.

t~hat

~~~FA~YBAIN~TER~

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

~~NiE~

It's About

CHARLES LAUGHTON

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

~

raw.

HOUR NEIGHBORS,
THE CAR TERS"

"On The Campus

to 25.00
to 14 50
to 22 ·50
to 7:95
to 9•00

We Cater to Parties

JOAN BENNETT

Get all your equipment and

Sports Coat·s ...................
·
15.00
Slacks ··· ···..... ·---~--~ ........... 5.00
Slack Suits .... ·.··~----· -··-·-- .. 4_95
Sport Shirts ...................... l .OO
Sport Shoes ...................... 5.50

Tigers Favored to Whip
Wildcats Tomorrow

Coach Chris Kjeldsen's Junior
College swimming team, in their
"Three in a row" vow the Tigers as they tra,·el to Ch.l
co tofirst Intercollegiate meet of t he morrow to avenge last years defeat The Jackso
"jumped th
"
·
'
nmen have
e gun on every opponent so far t his :vear
d
current season, coasted to easy
Hugh McWilliams Will Act as Chairm an;
an do
victory over the California Aggie not figure to let the Wildcats slow them up.
Headlng the Chico aggregation is Bennie Reams, a lad who
Tennis, Football, Swimming, Banquet on Tap
varsity last Friday afternoon 1n
+has the honor of equaling the
the Davis long-course pool. The
The Block P Society will stage its third annual Bengal Huddle Cub sw!mJners took first ln every
world's record In tho 100-yard,
Sports Day, which is held in conjunction with the classic Alumni- department except the backstroke
•
•
•I
I
C
0
dash. Reams placed first In three
Varsity pigskin feud, next Saturday, April 27. This yearly spring and diving to drown the Musevents, 100, 220, and 220 low
feature brings outstanding high school and jaysee athletes and tangs, 60-15.
hurdles, to take 15 points against
coaches from the surrounding territory for a look at the C. 0. P. RELAY HOT
a strong San Franclsco State
As was expected Ralph Wright
campus. After vie\\1ng a solld+
shattered the Aggie pool record
College team two weeks ago. A
program of sports during the
in the 200-yard breaststroke and
heated contest Is looked for beday, the visitors will be feasted
finished the race the length of
Dope Says Ch ico
tween Ream!'! and "Swlftyand entertained at the Bengal
the tank ahead of the nearest
Tennis Team Is Weak
P ants" Ritchie Pacific's speedHuddle Banquet, which Is cocompetitor, Ray Gnekow of Stockburner.
'
ton. The time was 2:33.1.
sponsored by the Block P. SoThe
College
of
the
Pacific
tour-man,
400-yard
reThe
ciety and the downtown buslStrong Itt the javelin,
lay team also entered the
tennis team travels to Chico toChico will figure a first
nessmen.
record books when they
morrow to engage the Wildcats
With everyone working over·
place In the person of Orrin
TENNIS FIRST
splashed the required distime in anticipation of the eli·
in the first meeting between
Hoffman who throws a mean
tance in 4 :03.4 to lower the
The Tiger racket-swingers face matic Alumni-Varsity contest one
these teams in many years. Acexisting record by a matter
181 ft. Secon1l place \\ill
Fresno State to lead-of! the week hence, the Tiger squad Is
of
seven
seconds.
The
relay
cording
to Coach Kjeldsen, four
probably go to Da~e Gay.
parade of events at 10:00 a. m. fast rounding into excellent
·men, Toomay, Hawkins,
men will make the trip. Marshape.
Heavy
game-condition
Outside of the sprints, low
At 1:00 p. m. visiting athletes
Mills, and Wrigh t, each gainscrimmages have been the main
cello
Umipeg,
Doug
Sabiston,
hurdles
and javelin, the
and coaches will register in the course of the week's menu.
ed about twenty yards on
Ian Hutcheon, and Sandy Trezise
his competitor so that when
Wildcats of Chico are pracgym.
STANDOUTS
will form the Bengal squad.
Wright touched the end of
tically helpless at the hands
Local grid-enthusiasts will
0 u t s t a n d i n g performances
the tank to finish t he race,
of the Tigers.
congregate in Baxter StaCATS
WEAK
which have lightened the woes of
the 1\lustangs' anchor man
Coach Stagg and his assistants
dium at 2:00 p. m., for the
had still 66 yards to go.
Little is known of the Wild- BENGAL STANDOUTS
have been the line-backing and SPARTANS TODAY
kick-oft in the preview of
Looney !lg.ures to take the
cat
team except that last year
hard tackling o.f Messrs. Dewey
In the fifty-yard free style
the 1940 Bengal Varsity.
440, with the possibility of
and Boyarsky, who together form Mills and Hawkins tied at 26.3, in the Far Western Conference
Admission is free; "Annie
quite an appalling color scheme, comparitively poor time, for Championships, willch were held Meyers in third place; a first
Oakleys" can be secured at
and the playing of Jack Fris- both swimmers are able to break at Pacific, they gave a dismal and third in the 120 yard high
choltz, who seems to do all things 26 seconds. Vic Simpson was a demonstration o! their prowess. hurdles in the persons of Rogers
the Athletic Office.
and Kelley ; a cinch for Ford in
Immediately following t he well.
winner in the hundred at 1 :03.5 They lost to Nevada in singles,
football game, a C.O.P.-S.J.C.
At present the first to be
with Bill Stone third. Glen West and Pacific in doubles in the the high jump with Ostrander
second, and the pole vault with
aquatic exhibition will take place
called .t.o .the starting line for
romped home in the 220 far :first round.
Lenahan third.
in the Tiger poln. This promises
scrimmage are ends Schmidt
ahead of the field to win in 2:49.1.
Pacific fared badly at the
Tomasini and Hanner should
to be interesting, since for the
and Jacobsen; tackles Denny
West, high point man for the
hands of the Cal Aggles In
finish in this order in the mile
past three years the Stockton
and Vaughn; guards Tillson
meet, also took second in the 440,
the return match held here
Junior College has possessed one
and Gay; and · center Les
and 880, with Purcell and Rogers
which Owens won with no trouble
last Saturday, losing five
jumping second and third in the
of the strongest swimming teams
Dow.
in 6:15. The Mustang medley
matches to two. Marcello
on the coast.
sand pit. The two-mile will be
The line embraces experience relay team was also outclassed
Umipeg played the feature
a toss up between Nelson and
in every position except at left by the Cubs, and were beaten by
BANQUET
match with Blll Hapgood,
Witter with a slight "edge" to
more
than
twenty
yards
by
the
tackle, where Denny, who was
In the evening, beginning at
steady Aggie star, and lost
"Nellie." The shot put ought to
regarded as a great' prospect last combination of Owens, Devoe,
seven o'clock, the Bengal Huddle fall, was unable to play because and Gnekow.
in straight sets by the scores
be dedicated to the Gay brothers
Banquet will be held in Anderof 6-4, 6-1. Berm Splndt and
Coming up this afternoon
with Dean in front. "Snapper"
of an injury.
son Hall. Hugh McWilliams,
Ian Hutcheon turned In the
for
Stockton
is
a
hard
meet.
Bonnifield will encounter no dl!·
BACKFIELD
football captain, will handle the
Tiger victories and displayed
In the local pool the Cubs
ficulty in sweeping the discus
The number one backfield conm as t e r- cif- ceremony duties.
improved form.
take
on
the
powerful
San
followed by Dave Gay in second
Varied types of entertainment sists oi Frlscholtz at rearback;
Jose State Spartan Varsity.
place.
the
squat
Doug
Vierra,
offback;
StmiMARIES
will be on t ap, with the chief
Chris Kjeldsen, however, has
Singles: Hapgood def. Umipeg INJURIES
speakers of the evening being Dale Halbert, onback; and the
faith
in
his
well-trained
teant,
Coach Jackson should not find
6-4, 6-1, (CA); Burns def. SabisCoach Stagg and P r esident veteran signal-caller Tom Olaeta,
and has high hopes of a win
ton
2-6,
6-0, 6·1, (CA); Hutcheon it difficult to fi eld a relay team
Knoles. H onorary Block P mem- wingback.
against the Spartans.
Sophomores current I y
de:f. Jenkins 6-3, 6-8, 8-6, (PJ ; that will run the Wildcats into
bership will be bestowed upon
showing
great
promise'
and
Spindt def. Brown 7·5, 2-6, 6-0, the ground.
Coaches "Stonewall" Jackson
labeled most likely to suc(P); Andrews def. Morrill 2-6,
and Doug Dashiell.
Those unable to make the
ceed, even against the large
10-8, 6-3, (CA).
trip will be Ernie Atkinson,
array
of
veterans,
are
lineDoubles: Jenkins-Hapgood de!
It's not "Hello Day" at Mornwho pulled a muscle seYeral
men Klapsteb1, Johnson,
ingside College. Students there
Umipeg-Hutcheon 7·5, 9-7, (CA);
weeks ago, Herm Guamltz
Spaulding,
and
Lyons;
and
are more informal, they call it
and \Valt Fellers, who are
Charlie Peterson, perennial bil· Brown-Burns def. Sablston-Spindt
backs Miller, Stevenson, and
"Hi-yah Day."
6-2, 6-0, ( CA).
working. Hurdlers Kelley
llard!st
and
trick-shot
artist,
will
Hebbron.
and Ramos experienced dJf.
"Horseshoe Clint" Ward, the per!orm from 3:00 to 4:00 this
flculty in clearing the barwith
his
title
of
Father
of
Interafternoon
In
the
gymnasium.
hard-luck boy of las t season,
riers and are nursing sUght
perched h imself higher on the Each year he t ours the country, collegiate Bl1liards, Charlie visits
abrasions.
shelf when he smashed his fing- astounding students with his 200 schools yearly.
ers last week. He had previous- amazing ability to make all sorts
StartH S undn y
o:t ditflcUlt shots. (He claims
ly injured his ribs.
"STRANGE CARGO"
that there is no trick shot which
C LARK GAR£,E
he cannot make.) In keeping
JOAN CR AW F ORD
Harvard University has rel'E'l'ER J, OilllE
ceived a donation of 57,000 orchid
and
specimens and $68,000 to care for
"AND ONE WAS
them.
BEAUT! FU L"
ICE CREAM STORE
JK\.N J\IUln
T.ARAINE DAY
Quality Ice Cream
DILLIE lll'RKE
And Frosted Malts

Seniors, better come in and

Z\"'btblng like sportswear to help you enjoy your leisure
hours whether you'.re active or just relaxing. :Many are
the new ideas-and Bravo and McKeegan is the place
to see them . • . New fabrics, new colors, new stylesall designed for your ease and cmnfort.
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~
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BOB COli/AWAY, Editor

Stanford Frosh Play Host
to Cubs. Menlo J. C.

NON-FICTION BOOKS
~u
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AQUA-CUBS
IN EASY
WIN

THE CUB HOUSE
Y our A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

.. Where Old & New Friends Meet ..
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